Technology for wooden windows and doors



Starting point

The TEMAC tenoning machine is suitable for small
workshops where different tenoning by multiple
tools is required. It can be combined with
a profiling machine or a shaper
to complete the essentials of any work center.



Joinery workshop

The CRAFTER is our smallest
window machining line comprising
NC controlled tenoning and
profiling shafts.

The VERSA is a compact CNC drilling
and milling machine for manufacturers
of windows and doors.



Serial manufacturing

The WIZARD industrial window machining center
comprises two independent machines,
one for tenoning and one for profiling.

The DRILLEX CNC work centrer is designed for
drilling and milling operations. The stand alone
machine can be easily linked to the WIZARD
machine, where tenoned and profiled
components can move seamlessly to drilling
for a highly automated production process.

in win
acles

This automatic cross cut saw is designed for
sizing window and door materials, and can also
be used effectively for wood processing
applications across the industry.

The ARCUS machining center was developed
for manufacturers who want to produce arches
or shaped windows and doors alongside
the main window production line.

Hydraulic frame press FP Series
A frame clamp for gluing rectangular and angled
frames with 3 vertical beams and the lateral
beam with 2 cylinders.

This assembling table is designed for cutting and mounting
whole-perimeter hardware, and for cutting glazing beads.
There are fitted pneumatic shears in the table and a hand
miter saw with its own suction which is ideal for precision
bead cutting.

Vertical mounting and glazing stand for
assembling, adjustment and testing of
windows and doors.

Project Approach


Define

>

First, we define the project
scope based on the short
and long-term needs and
goals of the client.



Design

We ensure the detailed
technical design meets
the requirements of the
project.

>



Build

Effective execution
of procurement,
installation and
commissioning

>



Operate

Training and transitioning
to ongoing operations
and maintenance
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